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Caldwell chronograph app for android

The Ballistic Chronograph app is for use with Caldwell's line of ballistic chronographs, which support a 3.5mm (TRRS) line-out serial port. For best performance - make sure your device is updated with the latest software updates provided by your manufacturer and/or volume. If you can't connect your Android device to a chronometer, follow these steps: use a disconnected audio cable at both ends... 1.
Connect the audio cable to your Android2 device. Connect the audio cable to chronometerChrono USB support (v. 1.24+)NOTE: Not all USB devices are supported. To test whether your device has USB support - Download and run THE USB Diagnostics Host by Chainfire from Google Play.A USB 2.0 A-Male to B-Male Cable + USB On-The-Go Connector is required. These cables can be purchased
Amazon.com, Radio Shack and other retailers. When Chronograph is prompted to access the USB device, select OK. If you don't see the prompt - check the link and try again. If you can't connect the device - Make sure your device has USB support. ReseÃ±as mÃ¡s importantes MÃ¡s recientes ReseÃ±as mÃ¡s importantes Hay 0 reseÃ±as y 0 valoraciones de EspaÃ±a · Discussion Starter • #1 • Feb 6,
2016 I'm just an unboxed Caldwell Premium kit and I'm testing in the basement before exiting the area. I can't get an app on my phone\tablet to communicate with the crown. I use samsung galaxy s4 and galaxy tab 4 10.1, but both will not communicate via the supplied 3.5 mm TRRS cable. I read that maybe Apple has its own pinout cable and the cable that comes with the crown is for iJunk phones, an
adapter you might need for all other phones\tablets? I've confirmed that the crown is working fine. I've confirmed the app on your phone\tablet works fine. Any guidance or experience would be greatly appreciated. · I like the crown and the output function, but it could never come to work on my S5. I hooked it up to a pad, and it's like a charm. · Discussion Starter • #3 • Feb 8, 2016 I will continue updating this
thread in case someone else has the same question\question. It seems that the android app has problems with a few phones and tablets like my Samsung S4. I discovered this by reading some reviews in the Google App store. Battenfeld will send a special USB cable in these cases. Last night I sent a request via a contact page on their website and today received a reply that one is on my way to me. You
can call Battenfeld at 877-509-9160 or contact info website BTW I kronoed 200+ laps yesterday with very low light and falling snow offline and it worked well. The hardest part was reading my scribbling afterwards. I can't wait for the connection to work this manually recording data if for birds. · I had the same problem. It wasn't a Galaxy phone. Not even the HTC that I tried later. Not even the iPhone that
followed. Not everyone worked. When I call their support, USB as an option is not (although it had a USB port, I was told it was just a test port for use in the factory). It seems that USB was not ready for release in the app at this time. After a lot of phone support, they agreed that the unit was broken and sent a new one. The new one worked out of the box on the Galaxy S, Galaxy S6, HTC and iPhone. I took
both the old and the new apart and checked the PCB board. I found that the SMT cutter arm had a soldered hand in the audio jack terminal with a cold soldering iron. The PCB of the new unit was a new rev with only this small part of the board changed. The issue of the committee's first review, which they tried to address, appears to have been raised by workers handing over parts of the soldering matter
to the board. And it was badly done. · Discussion Starter • #5 • Feb 9, 2016 I took both the old and the new apart and examined the PCB board. That's ridiculous. I thought I was the only one who did things like that. I've done it before. Mine looked fine, even tested a few laps to see if there was anything obvious. I think in the meantime all chicom electronics is becoming the norm. I can't count on one hand
electronics new from the box I saved from my return because some lazy chi*** bast** didn't check their work. I'm not sure there's a new USB port cable on the unit. I was under the impression that the phone is a micro usb on a 3.5 mm TRRS adapter and cable. When I get it, I'll report it so we can get it for the record. · The only problem I had with my LG G2 was the bad phone connection of my head
because of the cover I have on my phone. The opening was bigger, and the problem disappeared. The app works perfectly on my LG. My brother uses the app on his Ipad and works perfectly. · LG G2 Droid user here, too. This setting works like a dream for me. Just added IR LED sky screens. The cable looks like a regular stereo cable. It's not. · You'd think we'd use a Bluetooth connection instead of a
cable!! · Android here. Worked once, never again · Discussion Starter • #14 • Feb 11, 2016 Just updated. I received an email from Michael Poehlman, i'm anticipating the app developer. He gave me a link to update the firmware to try. I tried to update, but still no joy. I'm waiting sorely on the witch's cable. In his words... Hello, you recently contacted Battenfeld Technologies about a connectivity problem with
your device. I've been working on updating the firmware inside the chronograph, which will allow it to work better with more smartphones.... Mainly Samsung Galaxy S series. We are currently sending USB cables to users who are having connection problems. By updating the firmware, the goal is to work with the device as planned (with a headphone jack cable). I'd appreciate it if you'd try this and tell me if
it works. Thank you, Michel Poehlman Battenfeld Technologies Here are the steps that are included to update the firmware: 1. connect chrono to your computer with usb 2 cable. Expand files 3. Double-click Update .bat -- at this point, the user will need to confirm that the USB driver is installed. then the drivers will be installed and the firmware will be updated automatically. 4. will report when it's finished.
The firmware version must change to v2:30. · Discussion Starter • #15 • Feb 11, 2016 You would think you would use a Bluetooth connection instead of a cable!! The app has Bluetooth settings, so I expect the future model or hardware version of Crown to be able to use Bluetooth connectivity. Bluetooth requires a special chip (hardware) I think the one I just bought does not have Bluetooth. At least there is
no reference to this in the user manual. · Discussion Starter • #16 • Feb 17, 2016 Another update, I received a cable set from Battenfeld (Caldwell) for use instead of the supplied audio cable. It turned out to be standard cables. 15-meter USB printer cable and 6-inch OTG (On-The-Go) adapter. I tried these and chrono still wasn't recognized on your phone or tablet. Battenfeld's support has concluded (and I
agreed) that the unit is broken and sends me a new one. I suspect they rushed a series of these to the market and realized they have a hardware problem on 2% of customers who will try to connect to the Samsung S4. Instead of a general recall, they just quietly replace the units that these customers get. I'm fine with that. The support for Battenfeld has been tremendous. The crown itself works well. I ran
through that about 200 rounds in less than ideal conditions and it worked well. I'll check in when I get the exchange. FE-ADT-246 6 Inch Micro-B USB 5P Men's Type A Female OTG And FE-USB-AB-15 15 ft USB 2.0 Certified 480Mbps Type A Men to B Male Beige Cable · Don't forget to keep the old one, it's good for spare parts in case it happens: 1.2 MB Views: 220 · Discussion Starter • #18 • Feb 18,
2016 This is more evidence of my brother's theory. He believes caldwell chronographs develop a special magnetic field that can act on copper and lead. This field sucks the ball too close to the chronograph. Here's the picture he sent me and proof that the magnetic field also works on 223 bullets. He says he's still doing fine, but he doesn't like to take him to range because of all the ribs. Theoretically, I
should have two working crowns when this is over, one I can use my smartphone, and one for the zombie apocalypse when there's no phone network. · I use a sound cable with my Samsung Galaxy S4 and it works perfectly. The first unit I bought was very unasusly with a lot of errors. Caldwell acknowledged that the software had a bug and sent me a new unit. It works as advertised and have data on your
phone and you can download it to my computer is great. Here's an example of the data provided: 04-19-2015 08:25:52 Description: Springfield 1911 TRP 45 reloads 5.8 gr Powder Unique 230gr Bayou Bullet, Wolf Lg Example Distance to Chrono (FT): 12.00 Ballistic coefficient: Ball weight (gr): 230,000 Temp: 74°F BP: 29.98 inHG Recordings # FPS\FT-LBS PF 5 844\0 36 4\194 4 809\334\186 3
834\355\192 2 803\329\185 1 776\308\178 Average: 813.20 StdDev: 26.86 Min: 776 Max: 844 Spread: 68 True MV: 814.31 Shots/sec: 0.50 Group Size (IN): 0.00 The Shots/sec is accurate not, was very slow of 5 rounds. I'm not entering a group size or a ballistic coefficient. · Discussion Starter • #20 • Feb 26, 2016 Another update. I received a replacement unit from Caldwell today. This wouldn't connect to
the audio cable or USB cable they sent me. I noticed that the firmware is 2.24, so I update it as I was incensed by them for another that firmware version 2.30. Then I can connect to the unit with a USB cable. I fired 10 rounds with my granddaughter's gun right away and sent me the results. Description: nerf pistol Notes 1: Notes 2: Distance to Crown (FT): 0.00 Ballistic coefficient: 1,000 Ball weight (gr):
0.000 Temp: N/A BP: N/A Clips # FPS FT-LBS PF PF 10 50 0.0 0,00 9 52 0,00 0,00 8 48 0,00 0,00 7 49 0,00 0,00 6 51 0,00 0,00 0 0 5 51 0 ,00 0,00 4 51 0,00 0,00 3 49 0,00 0,00 2 50 0,00 0,00 1 52 0,00 0,0 0 Average: 5 0.30 StdDev: 1.34 Min: 48 Max: 52 Spread: 4 True MV: 50.30 Shots/sec: 0.11 Group Size (IN): 0.00 Publish e update over the weekend when I have time. I'd like to separate the two units
and see if there's a hardware version number or lot number that separates a unit that would work from the one that wouldn't. No.
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